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Finance with Zeitworks

  Guidant Financial enables owners to finance their businesses, 
debt-free, using 401k or IRA savings by providing expert guidance 
on Rollover for Business Startups (ROBS). “Our vision is to increase 
the number of people who succeed in business, but our focus is on 

consulting with small business owners on how to use the resources they already have to invest in 
themselves. We’re constantly expanding into other services- looking for ways to relieve our clients’ 
administrative burden so they can focus on growing their business,” says Guidant Financial SVP 
Jared Weed. To become the industry leader in their space and with ever expanding services to 
manage for their clients, Guidant has turned to Zeitworks to gain insight into the process behind 
plan administration, a core process of the service they provide.

Guidant Financial’s Process
“The plan administration process includes reconciling multiple client data sources, including: payroll 
records, 401k plan documents, bank statements, investment management records, and other client 
records,” said Weed. To complete this process, the Guidant team works across a range of new and legacy 
technologies from modern web apps like Salesforce, to a 401k processing system accessed via remote 
desktop system (RDP), to Microsoft Excel, and a cloud file storage system. 

The Challenge
Guidant’s growing team and roster of clients, evolving service offering, and complex technology makes 
staying on top of the process a significant challenge. Before Zeitworks, this chore fell to managers who 
would interview employees to ask how they spent their time on each task. This exploration would take 
workers out of production, produce inaccurate results, and was slow to deliver. “We’re a company that’s 
growing and evolving so fast that looking at data from a month ago doesn’t really help us,” says Weed. 
“Having employees fill out a timecard to track the time they spend on each client or task isn’t always 
practical or accurate.”

For more information or to schedule a demo visit www.zeitworks.com or contact us directly at sales@zeitworks.com

http://www.zeitworks.com


The Zeitworks Solution
Zeitworks Sensor passively monitors user interactions without interruptions
With the Zeitworks Desktop Sensor, members of the Guidant team go about their work, moving across 
clients and applications throughout a given day. Without requiring an ounce of intervention, Zeitworks 
Sensor quietly observes activity and makes sense of the action as work flows from Salesforce through 
Guidant’s remote desktop application, to Excel, right up to the moment when the agent moves final files 
to a web application for submission to the IRS and data is backed up to a cloud-based document store. 
As with any team working on any complicated process, agents are frequently interrupted, switching back 
and forth between tasks and accounts mid-flight throughout a given day. Evaluating complex processes 
that use varying technologies used by agents who frequently switch across accounts presents a challenge 
for any professional seeking to understand where bottlenecks and inefficiencies might lie. 

“With five different applications ranging from a legacy 
remote desktop to modern web applications like Salesforce, to 
unstructured productivity applications like Excel, it’s no small 
feat to gain visibility into a process like this one. 

“Zeitworks uses machine learning to make sense of the clicks 
and keystrokes reported by the Zeitworks Desktop Sensors, 
so we can help Guidant understand how agents are spending 
time in the process, even as they switch back and forth across 
clients throughout the day. This gives an unprecedented line 
of sight to a trove of information so Guidant can understand 
things like, how different members of the team are using the 
technologies in their system, who is more efficient, and which 
clients are taking up more time than others.”  

-  Kalpana Narayanaswamy, Zeitworks CTO 

http://www.zeitworks.com


Zeitworks Portal delivers Process and Team Performance Insights
With the data captured and the patterns identified, members of the Guidant team and managers can 
access never-before seen information to help make critical decisions about their operations via Zeitworks 
Customer Portal. Weed says, “Zeitworks has given us better visibility and allowed us to pinpoint the areas 
where we can make improvements where we could not do that previously.”

These range from overarching trends for the team and process to very specific details that help managers 
identify account service improvements or for employee coaching opportunities. “Zeitworks helps us to 
understand where the breakdowns are in our process that are leading to different outcomes amongst 
our different employees,” says Weed. For the first time, managers can ask and have the data to answer 
questions like:

●   How much time does the team really spend servicing various accounts? Are our costs and pricing 

appropriately aligned?

●   How much time is spent on various steps in a process? Are there best practices that can be drawn 

from team members who spend less time on certain steps?  

●   How much time is spent in different applications and what can the team do to streamline the 

process based on that information? How much time do individual team members spend working 

in each application used for managing accounts? Do members of the team require additional 

coaching or training related to specific tools?

●   Month over month, is the team gaining efficiency in a process as the result of changes or 

additional training? 

“We’ve invested a lot of time in improving certain aspects 
of our process and our team. Now we can look at the data in 
Zeitworks Customer Portal and ask, ‘Is that step in the process 
continuing to compress as we roll out some of these changes? 

Are we still getting the same level or better production 
than what we had anticipated?’ Which employees are 
outperforming their peers and what are their behavioral 
patterns? How are those employees spending their time 
and what are they doing differently from those who are less 
efficient? Zeitworks enables us to get timely data so we can 
answer these questions to make better decisions.”

-  Jared Weed, Guidant Financial SVP

For more information or to schedule a demo visit www.zeitworks.com or contact us directly at sales@zeitworks.com

http://www.zeitworks.com


Zeitworks delivers actionable insights
With Zeitworks in place, Guidant Financial can see their team’s processes in high resolution. This visibility 
and insights into time on activity, viewed by both customer and user characteristics, introduces new ways 
for Guidant to improve efficiency and service.

“We can develop benchmarks for areas we want to focus on 
and change our process. And now we have a way to measure 
whether the things we’re changing have the impact that 
we expect. The Zeitworks solution also shines a light on 
inefficiencies and process bottlenecks that would otherwise  
be difficult to see across the range of technologies required  
for their business.”

“One of the areas that we’ve been diving into with Zeitworks 
is looking at outliers… Zeitworks gives us instant visibility 
into what we need to be doing differently or what fact pattern 
is different with the set of clients that is driving them to 
be different from others. Understanding this can help us in 
making decisions about pricing other things that can lead  
to profitability.”

-  Jared Weed, Guidant Financial SVP

Lastly, the information provided by Zeitworks gives managers visibility into rework and the long 
tail of miscellaneous work that happens after a process is declared complete, giving a true cost 
to serve customers. “The possibilities of how you can use the information that you’re gathering 
seems to always be expanding,” says Weed, “I like that we’re not just trying to tailor Zeitworks for 
one use case, but thinking of it in terms of a concept that can be applied across different business 
units across the entire company. Zeitworks offers  an expansive approach to how we can get better 
insights into our business.”

http://www.zeitworks.com

